Craft Time!
Bird Feeders
What You’ll Need:
50 Popsicle Sticks
1 large Popsicle Stick
Bird Seed
String or Cord
Glue

Book: Little Otter Learns to Swim Rainy Day Ideas
by Artie Knapp, illustrated by
Guy Hobbs

2. Line 4 popsicle sticks around the frame,, gluing as
you go. Glue down the large popsicle stick in the
center.
3. Continue alternating popsicle sticks around the
frame until you have 6 rows, gluing each stick down as
you go. Let dry.

Photo and craft from tonyastaab.com

4. Attach the string or cord to the underside of the feeder
with glue (or hot glue with parent’s help!) Then thread the
string under the top round of popsicle sticks and glue.

Field Guide

5. Fill with bird seed, hang, and watch
for some fun flying visitors!

Red-winged blackbirds are incredibly bold, and can be
found singing in marshes and wet fields across the
United States.
To defend its territory and attract a mate, males
will perch with his feathers fluffed out and lift his
wings so that his bright red shoulder patches are
prominent, and sing- just like in this photo!
Red-winged blackbirds like to eat insects and seeds,
sticking close to the ground when feeding.
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Perfect for ages 6+!

From ruffling their majestic feathers to nailing
im-peck-able courtship routines, birds in paradise
flaunt their best moves in hopes of landing a mate.
Available on Netflix.

1. Pick out a tree. The roots of very young bare-root trees must be soaked in a bucket of
water for a few hours before planting, and can only be planted when dormant. Larger trees
are usually sold balled-and-burlapped and can be planted at any time.

Scientific Name: Agelauis phoeniceus

Photo by Bill Munro

Movie: Dancing with the Birds

Plant a tree with your whole family!

Red-winged Blackbird

FUN
FAC TS :

Age Range: All Ages!
This book takes kids on an entertaining journey following
a baby river otter that learns to swim, dive, and play in its
natural habitat, like the wetlands at Otter Creek Preserve.
You can watch an illustrated book “singing” here: https://
youtu.be/Y7TwNi-LFUU

1. Line up 12 popsicle sticks. Glue 2 sticks across
them lenthwise. Turn over and repeat, going in the
opposite direction.

Red-winged blackbird nests can be found on the
ground , hidden among cattails, bushes, saplings,
or dense grass.

* In the breeding season, red-winged
blackbirds forage in flocks with
other blackbirds and starlings!

* If a large bird like a hawk flies over their

nesting area, groups of red-winged blackbirds
are known to band together to attack!

2. Pick a suitable spot in your yard to plant your tree with the right
amount of sunlight and type of soil it needs to grow.
3. Dig a hole and set aside the soil, sod clumps, and rocks. You want
the hole large enough that the roots fit in without being crowded.
- Bare-root trees: the hole should be a few inches deeper than 		
the length of the root and wider than the spread of the root.
- Ball-and-burlapped tree,: measure the height of the root ball 		
and the depth of the hole before planting it. Remove the twine
or wire before putting in the hole.
4. Put the tree in the hole and fill it 2/3 of the way with dirt. Fill the rest of the hole with
water. Once it has settled, fill the rest of the hole with dirt.
5. Make a saucer-like circle around the tree using the leftover rocks and dirt clumps. Water
thoroughly and then mulch.
6. Stake the tree so that it does not get knocked over by strong winds, lawn mowers,
and other hazards. Water thoroughly once a week in dry weather.
Familyeducation.com
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Get Outside!
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from the Thousand Islands Land Trust (TILT)

Dear TILTKids,
While spending more and more time stuck at home this spring, we
hope you will be inspired to get outside with your family and have fun in
nature! And once summer comes, we hope you will join us at our 8th
Annual TILTKids Day Camp!

• Craft: Bird Feeder
• Field Guide: Red-winged
Blackbird

What makes a healthy St. Lawrence River? At our “Healthy Land =
Healthy River” TILTKids Day Camp on Friday, August 7th in TI Park,
TILTKids will adventure and explore the vital connection between land
and water that sustains life. And Thousand Island Park on Wellesley
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Island makes for the perfect setting! Through a day’s worth of activities
• Rainy Day? Little Otter
Learns to Swim, Dancing with the and games from TILT and local environmental partners, campers will
Birds
discover the health of our River and its tributaries, the fish, and their
• Get Outside:
ecosystem. Kids will hike, run, play, and even wade through the water,
Plant a Tree with your Family!
living, learning and conserving in the 1000 Islands. Register today on
our website or by calling the TILT office!
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TILT has 10 Signature Preserves that are open for you to
explore! Visit our website, find your trail, and GET OUTSIDE!

1. Grindstone Island Preserves

6. Zenda Farms Preserve

2. Fort Haldimand

7. Crooked Creek Preserve

3. Rocks & Shoals

8. Foster-Blake Woods Preserve

4. Wellesley Island Preserve

9. Chippewa Bay Preserve

5. Rivergate Trail & S. Gerald

10. Otter Creek Preserve

Ingerson Preserve

Contact TILTKids and the
Thousand Islands Land Trust:
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PO Box 238 • 135 John St. Clayton, NY 13624 • 315-686-5345
TILTKids@TILandTrust.org • www.TILandTrust.org
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• Summer Stroll Bingo
• TILT’s 10 Signature
Preserves
• Thank you Sponsors!

Don’t forget to like us on
Facebook, and follow us on Twitter
and Instagram @TILandTrust

2018 TILTKids Day Camp at Grindstone Island and Nature Trail
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